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A rotor configuration in Zd where Schramm’s bound of
escape rates attains
Daiwei He∗
Abstract Rotor walk is deterministic counterpart of random walk on graphs. We study that under a
certain initial configuration in Zd, n particles perform rotor walks from the origin consecutively. They
would stop if they hit the origin or ∞. When the dimension d ≥ 3, the escape rate exists and it attains
the upper bound of Oded Schramm [10]. When the dimension d = 2, the numbers of the particle
escaping to ∞ are of order n/ logn. The limit of their quotient exist and also attains the upper bound
of Florescu,Ganguly,Levine,Peres [7] which equals to pi
2
. We use the results and the methods of the
outer estimate for rotor-router aggregation in L.Levine and Y.Peres [6].
Keywords : rotor walk, random walk, rotor-router aggregation.
1 Introduction
Rotor walk is a deterministic counterpart of random walk on graphs. It was first introduced
in Priezzhev at al. [8]. Its intuitive definition is as follows. We arrange a fixed cyclical order of
its neighbors to each vertex of the graph and a rotor pointing to some neighbor of each vetex. A
particle starts from a vertex of the graph. It moves to the neighbor of the vertex where the particle
currently locates following the direction of the rotor. And then the rotor of the vertex shifts to the
next neighbor of the cyclical order. We mainly focus on the rotor walk on Zd, Here is a formal
definition of rotor walk on Zd.
Definition 1.1 E = {±e1,±e2, . . . ,±ed} is the set of the 2d cardinal directions of Zd and C is
the set of cyclical orders of E . m : Zd → C and rotor configuration ρ maps Zd to E . We call
a sequence x0, x1, · · · ⊆ Zd is a rotor walk of initial rotor configuration ρ if there exists rotor
configuration ρ = ρ0, ρ1, . . . such that for all n ≥ 0
xn+1 = xn + ρn(xn)
and
ρn+1(xn) = m(xn)(ρn(xn))
and for x 6= xn, ρn+1 = ρn where m(xn) is recognized as the permutation the cyclical order
corresponds to.
In our paper we assume ∀x ∈ Zd,m(x) is independent of x. We denote m(x) to be m.
In Zd and the initial rotor configuration is ρ. A particle q perform rotor walk starting from the
origin 0. There are two possible situations:
1. q return 0 eventually.
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2. q does not return 0 and for all sites in Zd, q visits them only finite times.
As with the second situation, for x ∈ Zd, denote d(x, 0) to be the graph distance from x to 0,
namely the minimum number of edges of the path from x to 0. We know that if q visited x
(2d)d(x,0) times, it must visit 0. Hence for all points in Zd q visits them finite times and q would
escape to infinity.
The particles in turn perform rotor walk from 0 means that the first particle performs rotor walk
starting from 0 until meeting some stopping requirements(for example, hitting {0} ∪ {∞}) and
the current rotor configuration is different from the initial configuration. Regarding the current
configuration as the initial configuration, the second particle performs rotor walk from 0 until
meeting some stopping requiements. The third particle’s initial configuration is the configuration
after the second particle finishes its rotor walk. Then the process goes on following the above
rules.
If n particles in turn perform rotor walk until either hitting 0 or escaping to infinity, denote the
number of the particles escaping to infinity to be I(ρ, n).
To measure the intensity of transience and recurrence of the initial configuration, consider the
behavior of I(ρ, n)/n when n tends to infinity. Schramm [10] proved for any initial configuration
ρ,
lim sup
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n
≤ αd
where αd is the escaping probability of d-dimensional random walk.
Although the upper bound of the upper limit of I(ρ, n)/n does not depend on initial config-
uration, the lower limit of I(ρ, n)/n depends on initial configuration. In Omer Angel, Alexan-
der E.Holroyd [2], they proved ∀d ≥ 2, there exists an initial rotor configuration ρ such that
I(ρ, n) ≡ 0. The method was introduced in Tulasi Ram Reddy A [12]. Hence we know
lim inf
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n
= 0
However, in Florescu,Ganguly,Levine,Peres [7], let ρ˜(x) ≡ ed.
When d = 2, for any initial configuration ρ,
lim sup
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n/ logn
≤
pi
2
, lim inf
n→∞
I(ρ˜, n)
n/ logn
> 0.
When d ≥ 3,
lim inf
n→∞
I(ρ˜, n)
n
> 0.
A problem is that whether there exists an initial configuration ρ′ in Zd such that
when d = 2,
lim
n→∞
I(ρ′, n)
n/ logn
=
pi
2
and when d ≥ 3,
lim
n→∞
I(ρ′, n)
n
= αd.
The definition of rotor walk on graphs is similar with rotor walk in Zd. For rotor walk on trees,
Omer Angel,Alexander E. Holroyd [1] gave a good answer to the above question. If n particles in
turn perform rotor walk from the root 0 of the tree T until either returning 0 or escaping to infinity.
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For an initial configuration ρ satisfying only finite number of vertices’ initial rotor point to the root
0,
lim
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n
= α
where α is the escaping probability of simple random walk on T .
In this paper we will find a rotor configuration attaining the upper bound of Schramm [10]
when d ≥ 3 and attaining the upper bound pi
2
in Florescu,Ganguly,Levine,Peres [7] when d = 2.
In the following proof, denote ρ0(x) = +ed if xd ≥ 0 while ρ0(x) = −ed if xd < 0 where ed is
the dth-dimensional coordinate of x.
Our proof depends on an assumption of the cyclical order m. We know for any e ∈ E , there
exists k, 0 ≤ k ≤ 2d − 1 such that m(k)(ed) = e. Define a map η : E → {0, 1, . . . , 2d − 1} such
that η(e) = k. Our assumption is that
∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, such that (η(ei)− η(−ed))(η(−ei)− η(−ed)) < 0. (1)
Intuitively, it means that ei and−ei could separate ed and−ed in the cyclical orderm. For example,
in Z2 the counterclockwise and clockwise rotation, and in Zd where d ≥ 3 counterclockwise
and clockwise rotation after projecting the 2d directions onto a suitable 2-dimensional plane both
satisfies the above assumption of m. Moreover, without loss of generality, in the following proof
we assume that the direction satisfies (1) is ed−1 unless other case specifically mentioned. Our first
result is
Theorem 1.2 When d = 2,
lim
n→∞
I(ρ0, n)
n/ logn
=
pi
2
.
The d ≥ 3 is more complicate. We use the method and idea of rotor-router aggregation in
L.Levine,Y.Peres [6]. In Zd n particles in turn perform rotor walk starting from 0 until stepping
onto a site that has never been visited by the previous particles. The process is called rotor-
router aggregation. When rotor-router aggregation finishes denote the set of the sites occupied by
particles to be An. The same with L.Levine,Y.Peres [6], denote n = ωdrd where ωd is the volume
of d dimensional ball.
Using the abelian property Lemma 2.4 and rotor-router aggregation we obtain
Theorem 1.3 When d ≥ 3,
lim
n→∞
I(ρ0, n)
n
= αd
2 2-dimensional case
In this section we will prove the 2-dimensional case.
For A ⊆ Zd, ∂A := {y ∈ Ac : ∃x ∈ A, s.t.x ∼ y}, Sr := {x ∈ Zd : r ≤ |x| < r + 1}, Br :=
{x ∈ Zd : |x| < r}. We follow the idea of Florescu,Ganguly,Levine,Peres [7] by using another
different experiment.
When the initial configuration is ρ, n particles in turn perform rotor walk starting from the
origin 0 until hitting ∂Br, denote the times the n particles leaving the site x to be urn(x); When
the initial configuration is ρ, n particles in turn perform rotor walk starting from the origin 0 until
escaping to infinity, denote the times the n particles leaving the site x to be un(x).
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When the initial configuration is ρ, un(0) particles in turn perform rotor walk starting from the
origin 0 until either returning to 0 or escaping to infinity. Because an excursion from 0 to 0 in the
trajectory of a particle which stops once escaping to infinity could be regarded as the trajectory
of another particle which stops once either escaping to infinity or returning 0. The above process
is the same as we letting n particles in turn perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity. So by
definition of I(ρ, n), we know I(ρ, un(0)) = n. Moreover, based on the above reason, we have
when 0 ≤ k ≤ un+1(0)− un(0)− 1, I(ρ, un(0) + k) = n.
We also note that for initial configuration such that
lim
k→∞
I(ρ, k) =∞
un(x) is well-defined for all n ≥ 1. And obviously limk→∞ I(ρ0, k) = ∞. The next lemma
is about the way the particles goes to infinity if we perform rotor walk in Zd when the initial
configuration is ρ0.
Lemma 2.1 When d ≥ 2 and the initial configuration is ρ0, the particles in turn perform rotor
walk starting from the origin 0 until escaping to infinity. Then the only for the particle to escape
to infinity is to follow either +ed or −ed after finite steps.
Proof. The first particle escapes to infinity following +ed.
If the first n particles escaping to infinity follow either +ed or−ed after finite steps. For r ∈ Z,
Hd−1(r) := {(x1, . . . , xd−1, r) : (x1, . . . , xd−1) ∈ Z
d−1}.
When n particles in turn perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity, denote
Pn(r) :=
{
{(x1, . . . , xd−1, r) : ∃xd ≥ 0, such that un(x1, . . . , xd) > 0} r ≥ 0
{(x1, . . . , xd−1, r) : ∃xd < 0, such that un(x1, . . . , xd) > 0} r < 0
and
h+n := min{h ≥ 0 : ρn(x) = m(ed), ∀x ∈
⋃
r>h
Pn(r)}
and
h−n := min{h ≥ 0 : ρn(x) = m(−ed), ∀x ∈
⋃
r<−h
Pn(r)}
where ρn(x) represents the rotor configuration of x after n particles escape to infinity. The right
sides of the definition of h+n and h−n are not null because of the assumption for the previous n
particles. Thus these definitions are well-defined.
Then for the (n+ 1)th particle escaping to infinitythe particle must hit
Hd−1(h
+
n + 1)
⋃
Hd−1(−h
−
n − 1)
⋃
(∂(
⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r))).
Obviously,the sites in (
⋃
r∈Z Pn(r))
c have never been visited by the first n particles. The rotor
configuration of these sites are the same as their initial configuration.
If the (n+1)th particle hit Hd−1(h+n +1), the particle would followm(ed) until ∂(
⋃
r∈Z Pn(r))
and then it would follow ed until∞; If the (n+1)th particle hit Hd−1(−h−n −1), the particle would
followm(−ed) until ∂(
⋃
r∈Z Pn(r)) and then it would follow−ed until∞; If the (n+1)th particle
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hit ∂(
⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r)))
⋂
{x : xd ≥ 0}, the particle would follow ed until ∞; If the (n + 1)th
particle hit ∂(
⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r)))
⋂
{x : xd < 0}, the particle would follow −ed until ∞.
Thus the (n+ 1)th particle would follow either ed or −ed after finte steps. ✷
We make more remarks about the definition of h+n and h−n in the above proof. Actually, h+n is
the maximal dth-dimensional coordinate of the sites visited by the first n particles at least twice
and −h−n is the minimum dth-dimensional coordinate of the sites visited by the first n particles at
least twice. First there exists x ∈ Pn(h+n ) such that ρn(x) 6= m(ed). The first n particles visit x at
least twice. Also, if the first n particles visit y ∈ Pn(h+n + 1) at least twice, and as ρ0(y) = ed and
ρn(y) = m(ed), we know the first n particles pass through edge (y, y + ed) at least twice. Hence
they visit y + ed at least twice. The same method could be used to obtain the first n particles visit
every site of the lattice line {z : z = y + ked, k ∈ N} at least twice. This is contradictory to the
escaping structures we proved in Lemma 2.1. Thus h+n is the maximal dth-dimensional coordinate
of the sites visited by the first n particles at least twice. The similar conclusion is valid for h−n . In
the following arguments Hd−1(k), Pn(r), h+n , h−n are the same meanings with the above proof.
Lemma 2.2 When d ≥ 2, we have h+n ≤ n, h−n ≤ n.
Proof. We only need to prove ∀k ∈ N, h+k+1 − h+k ≤ 1.
After the kth particles escape to ∞, the first particle leading to twice visits on a site of the the
hyperplane {x : xd = h+k + 1} must follow m(ed) until hitting ∂(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m)). Then it would
follow ed until∞. After this particle finishes its rotor walk, the number, l, of the particles escaping
to infinity must be no less than k + 1. So we have
h+k+1 ≤ h
+
l = h
+
k + 1.
The above equality uses the monotonicity of h+n depending on n. We could also know h−n ≤ n
using the same method. ✷
Notice that we use the assumption (1) for m in the above two proofs. Because m(ed) 6= −ed,
the particle could reach ∂(
⋃
r∈Z Pn(r)) through m(ed). For example in Z2 the only permissible
cyclical orders are north→east→south→west→north and north→west→south→east→north.
Lemma 2.3 For initial configuration ρ such that limn→∞ I(ρ, n) =∞, we have
When d ≥ 3,
lim sup
n→∞
n
un(0)
= lim sup
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n
, lim inf
n→∞
n
un(0)
= lim inf
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n
When d = 2,
lim sup
n→∞
n
un(0)/ log un(0)
= lim sup
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n/ log n
, lim inf
n→∞
n
un(0)/ log un(0)
= lim inf
n→∞
I(ρ, n)
n/ logn
.
Proof. Obviously when 0 ≤ k ≤ un+1(0)− un(0)− 1, I(ρ, un(0) + k) = n.
So when uk(0) ≤ n < uk+1(0),
I(ρ, n)
n
=
I(ρ, uk(0))
n
=
I(ρ, uk(0))
uk(0)
.
uk(0)
n
≤
I(ρ, uk(0))
uk(0)
I(ρ, n)
n
=
I(ρ, uk+1(0))− 1
uk+1(0)
.
uk+1(0)
n
≥
I(ρ, uk+1(0))− 1
uk+1(0)
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Thus we could draw the above conclusion when d ≥ 3. The same method could be used to prove
the case when d = 2. ✷
Hence we only need to prove that if the initial configuration is ρ0, when d = 2,
lim
n→∞
n
un(0)/ logun(0)
=
pi
2
and when d ≥ 3,
lim
n→∞
n
un(0)
= αd.
First of all, we state the following abelian property of rotor walk without proof. This property
is proved in [3] and also mentioned in L.Levine,Y.Peres [6], Florescu,Ganguly,Levine,Peres [7],
Alexander E. Holroyd, L.Levine [3]. Abelian property says that the position of the particles and
the times the particles exit from certain site when rotor walk finishes do not depend on the choice
we choose the particles in the roter-router process.
Lemma 2.4 (Abelian property) For a finite graph Γ = (V,E),W ⊆ V , on every vertex of Γ there
exists some particles. If there is a initial configuration ρ on the graph, each step we choose a
particle on V \W and perform one step rotor walk. When the particles hit W , they would stop.
In the end all the particles stay on W . Then the final position of the particles and the times the
particles exit from each site of the graph Γ when rotor walk finishes do not depend on the choice
we choose the particles in the rotor-router process.
Next we begin to prove the 2-dimensional case. Let f : Zd → R. For x ∼ y,
∇f(x, y) := f(y)− f(x).
We denote Ld = (Zd,Ed) to be the graph consisting of d dimension Euclidian sites and their
incident edges. The edge of the graph is denoted by the ends of the edge. Denote
g : Ed → R, divg(x) := 1
2d
∑
y∼x
g(x, y)
and
△f(x) := div(∇f)(x) = 1
2d
∑
y∼x
f(y)− f(x).
The next lemma is from L.Levine,Y.Peres [6].
Lemma 2.5 n particles in turn perform rotor walk starting from the origin 0 until hitting ∂Br.
∀(x, y) ∈ Ed, we denote Nn(x, y) to be the times these particles go through the edge (x, y).
Kn(x, y) := Nn(x, y)−Nn(y, x)
Then there exists Rn : Ed → Z, such that |Rn(x, y)| ≤ 4d− 2, and also
∇urn(x, y) = −2dKn(x, y) +Rn(x, y)
for all edges (x, y) ∈ Ed.
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Let (Xi)i≥0 be simple random walk on Zd. For x, y ∈ Br, T := min{t > 0 : Xt ∈ ∂Br},
Gr(x, y) := Ex#{i < T : Xi = y}. We cite the following results about classical potential theory
of random walk from G. F. Lawler [5]. When x 6= 0,
Gr(x, 0) =
{
ad(|x|
2−d − r2−d) +O(|x|1−d) d ≥ 3
pi
2
(log r − log |x|) +O(|x|−1) d = 2
.
When d = 2,
Gr(0, 0) =
2
pi
log r +O(1).
The next lemma comes from L.Levine,Y.Peres [6].
Lemma 2.6 There exists a constant C depending only on dimension d, ∀x ∈ Br, ∀ρ where 0 <
ρ ≤ r, such that ∑
y∈Br ,|x−y|≤ρ
∑
z∼y
|Gr(x, y)−Gr(x, z)| ≤ Cρ
We know for x ∈ Br
△urn(x) = −2d(divKn)(x) + divRn(X) = −1{x=0}n+ divRn(x)
and
△Gr(x, 0) = −1{x=0}.
So
△(urn(x)− nGr(x, 0)) = divRn(x)
Next an estimation between divRn(x) and |urn(0) − nGr(0, 0)| is expected to be given and
L.Florescu,S.Ganguly,L.Levine,Y.Peres [7] gave one way to do this. Their final conclusion is that
the lower limit of escape rates is larger than 0 while our conclusion is that the limit of escape rates
exists and equals to the upper bound of the upper limit. For a self-contained reason we give a
relatively complete reasoning. This method is from L.Florescu,S.Ganguly,L.Levine,Y.Peres [7].
First,
urn(x) =
∑
k≥0
Ex(u
r
n(Xk∧T )− u
r
n(X(k+1)∧T )).
Also
Ex(u
r
n(Xk∧T )− u
r
n(X(k+1)∧T )|Fk∧T ) = −△ u
r
n(Xk)1{k<T}.
So
urn(x) =
∑
k≥0
Ex[−△ u
r
n(Xk)1{k<T}]
=
∑
k≥0
Ex[n1{Xk=0,k<T} − divRn(Xk)1{k<T}]
= nGr(x, 0)−
∑
k≥0
Ex[1{k<T}divRn(Xk)]
Thus
urn(x)− nGr(x, 0) = −
1
2d
∑
k≥0
Ex[1{k<T}
∑
z∼Xk
Rn(Xk, z)].
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Denote N(x) to be the number of the edges connect x with ∂Br. Because |Rn| ≤ 4d− 2,
|urn(x)− nGr(x, 0)| ≤
1
2d
|
∑
y,z∈Br,y∼z
[Gr(y, x)Rn(y, z)]|+ 2|
∑
k≥0
Ex[1{k<T}N(Xk)]|
≤
1
2d
|
∑
y,z∈Br,y∼z
[Gr(y, x)Rn(y, z)]|+ C1.
The reason of the last inequality is that 2
∑
k≥0Ex[1{k<T}N(Xk)] < C1 for a constant C1 depend-
ing only on dimension d. By the definition of Rn, Rn(y, z) = −Rn(z, y). So
|urn(x)− nGr(x, 0)| ≤
1
4d
|
∑
y,z∈Br,y∼z
[(Gr(y, x)−Gr(z, x))Rn(y, z)]|+ C1.
Next we give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. When d = 2, because ∀x = (x1, x2) ∈ Pn(0), there exist a path from 0 to some site x on
lx := {y ∈ Z
2 : y = x+ke2, k ∈ N} such that every site on the path belongs to
⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r).
These sites in {x = (x1, x2) ∈ Z2 : x2 ≥ 0} could be projected onto H1(0) while these sites in
{x = (x1, x2) ∈ Z
2 : x2 < 0} could be projected onto H1(−1). Thus we could find a path located
in Pn(0) ∪ Pn(−1) and connect 0 with x. Every point on this new path correspond to a particle
escape to infinity and theses particles are obviously different from each other. So |x1| ≤ n. The
same method could be use to prove if x ∈ Pn(−1), |x1| ≤ n.
Also by Lemma 2.2, there exists a constant C2 such that⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r) ⊆ BC2n.
Let r = C2n. Obivously un(0) = uC2nn (0). So
|un(0)− n(
2
pi
log n+O(1))| ≤
∑
y,z∈BC2n,y∼z
|GC2n(y, 0)−GC2n(z, 0)|+ C1.
Some simple calculus could lead to that when s > t > 0
|
s
log s
−
t
log t
| ≤
1
log t
|s− t|.
Thus
|
un(0)
log un(0)
−
n( 2
pi
log n+O(1))
log[n( 2
pi
log n+O(1))]
| ≤
∑
y,z∈BC2n,y∼z
|GC2n(y, 0)−GC2n(z, 0)|+ C1
log(un(0) ∧ n(
2
pi
log n+O(1)))
.
Divided by n on both sides of the inequality and by Lemma 2.6, let n→∞. We could know
lim sup
n→∞
|
un(0)
n log un(0)
−
2
pi
| ≤ lim sup
n→∞
1
log(un(0) ∧ n(
2
pi
log n+O(1)))
[CC2 +
C1
n
] = 0.
So
lim
n→∞
n
un(0)/ log un(0)
=
pi
2
.
By Lemma 2.3, we obtain
lim
n→∞
I(ρ0, n)
n/ logn
=
pi
2
.
✷
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3 Higher dimensional case
Lemma 3.1 When d ≥ 3, there exists R(n) > 0 such that⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r) ⊆ BR(n)
and
lim
n→∞
R(n)
n
= 0.
The proof of the above lemma will be left to the last section.
The next lemma comes from L.Florescu,S.Ganguly,L.Levine,Y.Peres [7]
Lemma 3.2 When d ≥ 3, there exists a sufficient small constant β depending only on dimenstion
d such that for any initial configuration, ∀x ∈ ∂B
βn
1
d−1
, un
1
d−1
n (x) > 0.
Next we give the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof. When d ≥ 3, let r > R(n). Because
urn(x)− nGr(x, 0) = −
1
2d
∑
y∈Br
∑
z∼y
Gr(x, y)Rn(y, z).
By Lemma 2.6, we obtain
|urn(0)− nGr(0, 0)| ≤
∑
y,z∈BR(n),y∼z
|Gr(y, 0)−Gr(z, 0)|+
1
2d
|
∑
y∈Br\BR(n),y∼z
Gr(y, 0)Rn(y, z)|
≤ CR(n) +
1
2d
|
∑
y∈Br\BR(n),y∼z
Gr(y, 0)Rn(y, z)|.
And we know ∑
y∈Br\BR(n),y∼z
Gr(y, 0)Rn(y, z) =
∑
y∈Br\BR(n)
Gr(y, 0)(
∑
z∼y
Rn(y, z))
=
∑
y∈Br\BR(n)
Gr(y, 0)(2d△u
r
n(y)).
Denote F = {y ∈ Br\BR(n) : ∀z ∈ (Br\BR(n))c, z ≁ y}.
When y ∈
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m)
⋂
F and ∀z ∈ (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
c
⋂
(Br\BR(n)), y ≁ z, u
r
n(z) =
urn(y) = 1. So △urn(y) = 0.
When y ∈ (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
c
⋂
F and ∀z ∈ (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)), y ≁ z, u
r
n(z) =
urn(y) = 0. So △urn(y) = 0.
When y ∈
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m)
⋂
F and ∃z ∈ (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
c
⋂
(Br\BR(n)) such that y ∼ z. Denote
M(y) to be the number of the sites in (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
c
⋂
(Br\BR(n)) connecting y. Under this
condition 2d△urn(y) = −M(y).
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When y ∈ (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
c
⋂
F and ∃z ∈ (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)) such that y ∼ z.
Denote W (y) to be the number of the sites in (
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)) connecting y. Under
this condition 2d△urn(y) = W (y).
Due to the four situations above,∑
y∈(∂(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m)))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)),x∈(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)),x∼y
(Gr(y, 0)−Gr(x, 0))
=
∑
y∈F
Gr(y, 0)(2d△u
r
n(y)) +
∑
y∈(∂(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m)))
⋂
((Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c)
W (y)Gr(y, 0)
−
∑
z∈(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
⋂
((Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c)
M(z)Gr(z, 0)
where W (y),M(z) have the same meaning in the four situations above. We know ∀y, z,W (y) ≤
2d,M(z) ≤ 2d. Assume that y = x+ ek, (k 6= d). Then
|Gr(y, 0)−Gr(x, 0)| = |Gr(x+ ek, 0)−Gr(x, 0)|
= |ad(|x|
2−d − |x+ ek|
2−d) +O(|x|1−d)|
≤
ad(d− 2)|xk + ξk|
|x+ ξkek|d
+O(
1
|x|d−1
) ≤
Cd
|x|d−1
where ξk ∈ (0, 1) and Cd is a constant depending only on dimension d. Hence
|
∑
y∈(∂(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m)))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)),x∈(
⋃
m∈Z Pn(m))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)),x∼y
(Gr(y, 0)−Gr(x, 0))|
≤
∑
y∈∂Pn(0)∩{xd=0},x∈Pn(0),x∼y
∞∑
r=0
|Gr(y + red, 0)−Gr(x+ red, 0)|+
∑
y∈∂Pn(−1)∩{xd=−1},x∈Pn(−1),x∼y
∞∑
r=0
|Gr(y − red, 0)−Gr(x− red, 0)|
≤
∑
y∈∂Pn(0)∩{xd=0},x∈Pn(0),x∼y
∞∑
r=0
Cd
|x+ red|d−1
+
∑
y∈∂Pn(−1)∩{xd=−1},x∈Pn(−1),x∼y
∞∑
r=0
Cd
|x− red|d−1
.
∀x ∈ Pn(0), there exists a particle which escape to infinity following the lattice line l = {y :
y = x + ked, k ∈ N} after finite steps. Thus the number of the edge boundaries of Pn(0) in the
hyperplane {x : xd = 0} should ≤ (2d − 2)n. For the same reason, the number of the edge
boundaries of Pn(−1) in the hyperplane {x : xd = −1} should ≤ (2d− 2)n. At the same time by
Lemma 3.2 and the abelian property(Lemma 2.4), there exists a constant β depending only on d
such that un(x) ≥ un
1
d−1
n (x) > 0, ∀x ∈ ∂B
βn
1
d−1
. So there exists a constant Kd depending only d
such that
|
∑
y∈(∂(
⋃
m∈R Pn(m)))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)),x∈(
⋃
m∈R Pn(m))
⋂
(Br\BR(n)),x∼y
(Gr(y, 0)−Gr(x, 0))| ≤ Kdn
1
d−1 .
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Also
|
∑
y∈(Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c,y∼z
Gr(y, 0)Rn(y, z)| ≤
∑
y∈(Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c
Gr(y, 0)|
∑
z∼y
Rn(y, z)|
≤ 8d2
∑
y∈(Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c
Gr(y, 0).
Thus
|
∑
y∈Br\BR(n) ,y∼z
Gr(y, 0)Rn(y, z)| ≤ Kdn
1
d−1 + (8d2 + 2d)
∑
y∈(Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c
Gr(y, 0).
We know that (Br\BR(n))
⋂
F c = ∂BR(n)
⋃
∂(Bcr). ∀r ∈ N, there exists a constant C3 depending
only on d such that ∑
y∈∂(Bcr)
Gr(y, 0) = E0#{j ≥ 0 : Xj ∈ ∂(B
c
r)} < C3.
And because ∂BR(n) ⊆ SR(n),∑
y∈∂BR(n)
Gr(y, 0) ≤
∑
y∈SR(n)
G(y, 0) ≤ C4R(n)
2−d · R(n)d−1 = C4R(n).
We could obtain
|urn(0)− nGr(0, 0)| ≤ CR(n) +
Kd
2d
n
1
d−1 + (C4R(n) + C3)(4d+ 1).
Since r > R(n) and
⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r) ⊆ BR(n), we have urn(0) = un(0). Let r →∞, divided
by n on both sides and use Lemma 3.1. Hence
lim sup
n→∞
|
un(0)
n
−G(0, 0)| = 0.
So
lim
n→∞
n
un(0)
= αd.
By Lemma 2.3, we could draw the conclusion of Theorem 1.2. ✷
4 Outer estimate of rotor-router aggregation
The estimate for rotor-router aggregation An originates from L.Levine,Y.Peres [6]. But there
is a mistake in their original paper. In a personal communication with Lionel Levine, he told us a
method to fix the problem. His new method could also get the outer estimate An ⊆ B
r+C′r1−
1
d log r
where C ′ is a constant depending only on dimension d. However in this problem we do not need
that strong outer estimate. For a self-contained reason we follow the proof of L.Levine,Y.Peres
[6]. But when we handle with the iteration in the outer estimate we would not use Lionel Levine’s
new method and we get a relatively weaker outer estimate. The next lemma is an unpublished
result of Holroyd and Propp. Also, L.Levine,Y.Peres [6] cited this lemma.
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Lemma 4.1 (Holroyd and Propp) Γ = (V,E) is a finite connected graph and Y ⊆ Z ⊆ V . On
each site x there are s(x) particles. If these particles perform independent random walks until
hitting Z. Let T be the hitting time of Z. Hw(s, Y ) :=
∑
x∈V s(x)Px(XT ∈ Y ), namely the
expecting number of particles stopping on y. If Γ has an initial rotor configuration and these s(x)
particles on each site x of the graph perform rotor walk until hitting Z. Denote Hr(s, Y ) to be the
number of particles on Y . Also let H(x) = Hw(1x, Y ). We could obtain
|Hr(s, Y )−Hw(s, Y )| ≤
∑
u∈V \Z
∑
v∼u
|H(u)−H(v)|.
The next two lemmas are from L.Levine,Y.Peres [6].
Lemma 4.2 ρ ≥ 1, y ∈ Sρ. For x ∈ Bρ, let H(x) = Px(XT = y), where T is the hitting time of
Sρ. Then
H(x) ≤
J
|x− y|d−1
where J is a constant depending only on dimension d.
Lemma 4.3 The definition of H(x) is the same as the above lemma. We could also obtain∑
u∈Bρ
∑
v∼u
|H(u)−H(v)| ≤ J ′ log ρ
where J ′ is a constant depending only on d.
The next estimate is weaker than the outer estimate of An in L.Levine,Y.Peres [6]. The method
is also from L.Levine,Y.Peres [6].
Lemma 4.4 In Zd, An is the sites occupied by particles after n particles finish their rotor-router
aggregation. r = ( n
ωd
)
1
d , we could obtain
An ⊆ BCr(log r)d
where C is a constant depending only on dimension d.
Proof. For h ≥ 1, let Γ in Lemma 4.1 to be Bρ+h+1 and Z = Sρ+h. First we fix a y ∈ Sρ+h and let
Y = {y}. n particles in turn perform rotor walk from the origin 0 and stop until either stepping
onto an unoccupied site by the previous particles or Sρ+h. Denote s(x) to be the number of the
particles stopping on x ∈ Sρ and H(x) = Px(XT = y), where T is the hitting time of Sρ+h for
random walk. Denote Nρ to be the particles on Sρ. By Lemma 4.2,
Hw(s, y) =
∑
x∈Sρ
s(x)H(x) ≤
JNρ
hd−1
.
By Lemma 4.3 we obtain ∑
u∈Bρ+h
∑
v∼u
|H(u)−H(v)| ≤ J ′ log(ρ+ h).
Because of Lemma 4.1,
Hr(s, y) ≤
JNρ
hd−1
+ J ′ log(ρ+ h).
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In the original paper of L.Levine,Y.Peres [6], J ′ log(ρ + h) in the above inequality was mis-
takenly witten as J ′ log h. Lionel Levine gave a fix to the problem in a personal communication.
He could also get his previous outer estimate. We only need a weaker estimate and thus we will
not follow his new method. But the following is similar to their original proof.
Let ρ0 = 0, ρi+1 = min{ρ > ρ(i) : Nρ ≤
Nρ(i)
2
}. Because of the abelian property of rotor
walk, n particles in turn perform rotor walk starting from the origin 0 until either entering into a
site which has never been visited by the previous particles or hitting Sρ(i). Then let Nρ(i) particles
on Sρ(i) continue to perform rotor walk until either entering into a site which has never been visited
by the previous particles or hitting Sρ(i)+h. At this time the number of the particles stop on Sρ(i)+h
is exactly Nρ(i)+h. Thus we could obtain
Nρ(i)+h ≤
∑
y∈Sρ(i)+h∩An
Hr(s, y).
Let Mk = #(An
⋂
Sk), so
Mρ(i)+h ≥ Nρ(i)+h
1
JNρ(i)
hd−1
+ J ′ log(ρ(i) + h)
.
Let s(1) = min{ρ : Nρ ≤ ρd−1 log ρ}, s(2) = min{ρ ≥ s(1) : Nρ ≤ ρd−2 log ρ}, . . . , s(d −
1) = min{ρ ≥ s(d − 2) : Nρ ≤ ρ log ρ}. Let k(1) = min{i > 0 : ρ(i) < s(1)}. Also let
ρ(k(1)+ 1) = s(1)− 1. So when 0 ≤ i ≤ k(1) and 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ(i+1)− ρ(i)− 1, ρ(i) + h < s(1).
Hence we could obtain
Mρ(i)+h ≥
hd−1
2J + J ′
.
Thus there exists a constant K depending only on dimension d such that
ρ(i+1)−1∑
ρ=ρ(i)+1
Mρ ≥ K(ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i))
d.
Let xi = ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i). We know
∑
0≤ρ≤s(1)Mρ ≤ ωdr
d
. So
k(1)∑
i=0
xdi ≤ Cr
d.
We obtain
ρ(k(1) + 1) = s(1)− 1 =
k(1)∑
i=0
xi ≤ (
k(1)∑
i=0
xdi )
1
dk(1)1−
1
d ≤ Cr(log r)1−
1
d .
The reason why the last inequality holds is that Nρ(k) ≤ ωdr
d
2k
and there exist a constant a > 0 such
that Nρ(a log r) = 0. Thus s(1) ≤ Cr log r
Next would change the meaning of some symbols. Let ρ(0) = s(1) and as the method above,
let k(2) = min{i > 0 : ρ(i) < s(2)}, and let ρ(k(2) + 1) = s(2)− 1. So when 0 ≤ i ≤ k(2), 1 ≤
h ≤ ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i)− 1, we have ρ(i) + h < s(2). We can obtain
Mρ(i)+h ≥
hd−2
2J + J ′
.
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Thus
ρ(i+1)−1∑
ρ=ρ(i)+1
Mρ ≥ C(ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i))
d−1
Similarly let xi = ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i) and we could know
k(1)∑
i=0
xd−1i ≤ s(1)
d−1 log s(1) ≤ Crd−1(log r)d−1+
1
d .
So
s(2)− 1− s(1) =
k(2)∑
i=0
xi ≤ (
k(2)∑
i=0
xd−1i )
1
d−1k(2)1−
1
d−1 ≤ Cr(log r)2−
1
d ≤ Cr(log r)2
We obtain s(2) ≤ Cr(log r)2. Similarly keep using this method for another d− 3 times we obtain
s(d− 1) ≤ Cr(log r)d−1. But Ns(d−1) ≤ s(d− 1) log[s(d− 1)] ≤ Cr(log r)d. So we could know
An ⊆ BCr(log r)d . ✷
5 Estimates for height
The next two sections are devoted to prove Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 5.1 When d ≥ 3 and the initial configuration is ρ0, n particles in turn perform rotor
walk starting from 0 until escaping to infinity. Then there exists a constant C depending only on
dimension d such that
h+n ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2, h−n ≤ Cn
2
3 (log n)2.
Proof. Let hd+n , hd+n , I(d)(ρ, n), u
(d)
n (0), x
(d)
i to be the corresponding h+n , h−n , I(ρ, n), un(0), xi in
d-dimensional case. Below is an extension of the definition of h+n , h−n . If there is a map R : Zd →
N, R(x) denote to be the number of particles on x, while ρ represents the rotor configuration
corresponding to the particle distribution R. (R, ρ) indicates a state of the rotor walk. If we
let (R, ρ) perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity, denote h+(R, ρ) to be the maximal dth-
dimensional coordinate of the sites from which have been exited by the particles at least twice.
Similarly,−h−(R, ρ) is denoted to be the minimum dth-dimensional coordinate of the sites which
have been exited by the particles at least twice.
Firstly we prove the dimension d = 3 case. When initial rotor configuration is ρ0, n particles
perform rotor-router aggregation. The sites occupied by particles are denoted as An. By Lemma
4.4, there exists a constant K such that
An ⊆ B
Kn
1
3 logn
.
Denote ρ′ to be the rotor configuration after n particles starting from the origin finishes their
rotor-router aggregation. If we put a particle on each site of B
Kn
1
3 logn
without change the rotor
configuration ρ′, denote the corresponding particle distribution to be
G : Zd → N, G(x) = 1{x ∈ B
Kn
1
3 logn
}.
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Let (n1{x=0}, ρ0) perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity, we can deduce like the begin-
ning of Theorem 1.1. We obtain that for x = (x1, x2, x3) that has been visited by the particles,
∀1 ≤ i ≤ 2, |xi| ≤ n. Also, h+n ≤ n and h−n ≤ n. If we let (1{x∈An}, ρ′) perform rotor walk
until escaping to infinity, similarly, for x = (x1, x2, x3) that has been visited in the process, we
could choose a constant C ′, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ 2, |xi| < CK3n(logn)3 +Kn
1
3 log n < C ′n(logn)3. Also,
similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, h+(1{x∈An}, ρ′) < CK3n(log n)3 +Kn
1
3 log n < C ′n(logn)3
and h−(1{x∈An}, ρ′) < C ′n(logn)3.
If h+n ≤ Kn
1
3 log n, the conclusion for d = 3 case follows. Else, we consider n particles
perform rotor walk from 0 until hitting
D1 := {x : x3 = h
+
n }
⋃
{x : x3 = −C
′n(log n)3}
⋃
(
2⋃
i=1
{xi = ±C
′n(log n)3}).
There are at least two particles staying on a single site of hyperplane {x : x3 = h+n }. Another
way to realize that is to let the n particles on the origin 0 perform rotor-router aggregation.
And then continue to let (1{x∈An}, ρ′) perform rotor walk until hitting D1. By the definition of
h+(1{x∈An}, ρ
′) and the abelian property, we obtain h+n ≤ h+(1{x∈An}, ρ′).
Let (G, ρ′) perform rotor walk until hitting
D2 :={x : x3 = h
+(1{x∈An}, ρ
′)}
⋃
{x : x3 = −C
′n(log n)3}
⋃
(
2⋃
i=1
{xi = ±C
′n(log n)3}).
Another way to realize this is to let (1{x∈An}, ρ′) perform rotor walk until hitting D2. There are
at least two particles staying on a single site of hyperplane {x : x3 = h+(1{x∈An}, ρ′}. And then
let the particles in B
Kn
1
3 logn
\An continue to perform rotor walk until hitting D2. By the abelian
property we know h+(1{x∈An}, ρ′) ≤ h+(G, ρ′).
Now consider the rotor walk state (6G, ρ0). Let (6G, ρ0) perform rotor walk until hitting
D3 := {x : x3 = h
+(G, ρ′)}
⋃
{x : x3 = −C
′n(log n)3}
⋃
(
2⋃
i=1
{xi = ±C
′n(log n)3}).
We could perform the rotor walk in another way. ∀y ∈ B
Kn
1
3 logn
, we do the follow operations to y.
If m(y)(k)(ρ0(y)) = ρ′(y), let k particles on y perform one-step rotor walk. When these operations
finish, denote the rotor walk state to be (U, ρ′). Obviously we have U(y) ≥ 1, ∀y ∈ B
Kn
1
3 logn
.
Similar to the arguments above, let (G, ρ′) perform rotor walk until hitting D3. Then let the rest
particles in B
Kn
1
3 logn
continue to perform rotor walk until hitting D3. By the abelian property,
h+(G, ρ′) ≤ h+(6G, ρ0).
Let (6G, ρ0) perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity. The same as the previous case, we
know ∀1 ≤ i ≤ 2, |xi| < 6CK3n(log n)3 +Kn
1
3 log n < 6C ′n(log n)3, where x = (x1, x2, x3) is
a site which has been visited during the process.
Next we would construct rotor walk on Z/(12C ′n(log n)3Z) × Z2. Let ρ∗0 = +e3 if x3 ≥ 0,
ρ∗0 = −e3 if x3 < 0.
R(x) :=
{
1 x ∈ I := {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Z/(12C
′n(log n)3Z)× Z2 : x22 + x
2
3 < K
2n
2
3 (logn)2}
0 x ∈ (Z/(12C ′n(logn)3Z)× Z2)\I
.
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Denote h+0 (., .), h
−
0 (., .), G
∗ to be the corresponding definition of h+(., .), h−(., .), G in
Z/(12C ′n(log n)3Z) × Z2. Similar to the above arguments, we know if let (6R, ρ∗0) performs
rotor walk until escaping to infinity. For a site x that has been visited during the process, there
exists a constant C ′′ such that h+0 (6R, ρ∗0) < C ′′n
5
3 (log n)5, h−0 (6R, ρ
∗
0) > −C
′′n
5
3 (log n)5, |x2| <
C ′′n
5
3 (logn)5. Let (6R, ρ∗0) perform rotor walk until hitting
D4 : = {x ∈ Z/(12C
′n(log n)3Z)× Z2 : x3 = h
+
0 (6G
∗, ρ∗0)}⋃
{x ∈ Z/(12C ′n(log n)3Z)× Z2 : x3 = −C
′′n
5
3 (logn)5}
⋃
{|x2| = C
′′n
5
3 (log n)5}.
Another way is to let (6G∗, ρ∗0) perform rotor walk until hitting D4 first and then let the rest
of the particles continue to perform rotor walk. By abelian property, we obtain h+0 (6G∗, ρ∗0) ≤
h+0 (6R, ρ
∗
0).
By the method we choose C ′, h+0 (6G∗, ρ∗0) = h+(6G, ρ0).
Now let (6R, ρ∗0) perform rotor walk until hitting
D5 : = {x ∈ Z/(12C
′n(log n)3Z)× Z2 : x3 = h
+
0 (6R, ρ
∗
0)}⋃
{x ∈ Z/(12C ′n(log n)3Z)× Z2 : x3 = −C
′′n
5
3 (logn)5}
⋃
{|x2| = C
′′n
5
3 (log n)5}.
Another way is to let {(x, x2, x3) : x ∈ Z/(2C ′n(log n)3Z)} perform one-step rotor walk simul-
taneously and when we regard {(x, x2, x3) : x ∈ Z/(2C ′n(log n)3Z)} as a 2-dimensional site
(x2, x3), it is the same with a one-step rotor walk of (x2, x3) in Z2. We stop when particles hit D5.
We know that the previous process is the same as (61
{|x|<Kn
1
3 logn}
, ρ0) performing rotor walk in
Z2 until hitting
D6 : = {x ∈ Z
2 : x3 = h
+
0 (6R, ρ
∗
0)}
⋃
{x ∈ Z2 : x3 = −C
′′n
5
3 (log n)5}⋃
{|x2| = C
′′n
5
3 (logn)5}.
Similar to Lemma 2.2, we know there exists a constant such that
h+0 (6R, ρ
∗
0) ≤ h
2+(61
{|x|<Kn
1
3 logn}
, ρ0) ≤ C(Kn
1
3 logn)2 +Kn
1
3 log n ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2.
Thus h+n ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2. The same method could be used to prove h−n ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2.
When d > 3 and the initial configuration is ρ0, n particles in turn perform rotor walk. For
particle x that has been visited during the process, we have |x1| < n + 1. Now construct rotor
walk in Z/(2(n + 1)Z) × Zd−1. ∀x ∈ Z/(2(n + 1)Z) × Zd−1, denote ρ∗0(x) = +ed if xd ≥ 0,
ρ∗0(x) = −ed if xd < 0. Let
S(x) :=
{
1 x ∈ L := {(x1, 0, . . . , 0) : x1 ∈ Z/(2(n + 1)Z)}
0 x ∈ (Z/(2(n + 1)Z)× Zd−1)\L
.
Denote h+0 (., .), h−0 (., .) to be the corresponding definition in Z/(2(n + 1)Z) × Zd−1. Let
(nS, ρ∗0) perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity. For site x that has been visited by these
particles, we know ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, |xi| < Cn2 and h+0 (nS, ρ∗0) < Cn2, h+0 (nS, ρ∗0) > −Cn2
where C is a constant. In Z/(2(n+ 1)Z)× Zd−1 (nS, ρ∗0) perform rotor walk until hitting
D7 : = {x ∈ Z/(2(n+ 1)Z)× Z
d−1 : xd = h
+
0 (n1{x=0}, ρ
∗
0)}⋃
{x ∈ Z/(2(n+ 1)Z)× Zd−1 : xd = −Cn
2.}
⋃
(
d−1⋃
i=2
{|xi| = Cn
2}).
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Another way is to let (n1{x=0}, ρ∗0) perform rotor walk until hitting D7 first and then let the rest of
the particles perform rotor walk until hitting D7. By abelian property we know h+0 (n1{x=0}, ρ∗0) ≤
h+0 (nS, ρ
∗
0)
The same as the previous case we know h+0 (nS, ρ∗0) ≤ h
(d−1)+
n and h+0 (n1{x=0}, ρ∗0) = hd+n .
Hence hd+n ≤ h
(d−1)+
n .
Our assumption (1) for cyclical order is that (η(ed−1) − η(−ed))(η(−ed−1) − η(−ed)) < 0.
Notice the previous d = 3 case need the two 2th-dimensional directions seperate ed and −ed like
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. So we can use the above method (d − 3) times(curl the first d − 3
dimension coordinates) and thus we know when d ≥ 3, we have h+n ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2 where C
is a constant depending only on dimension d. The same method could be used to prove h−n ≤
Cn
2
3 (log n)2. ✷
6 Estimates for breadth
This section we will give an estimate for breadth under assumption (1) we mentioned in
Introduction. The intuition of the estimates for breadth is that when we regard the lattice line
lx = {y : y = x+ ked, k ∈ Z} in Zd as a single site in Zd−1, n particles in turn performing rotor
walk in Zd from the origin 0 until escaping to infinity is similar to n particles’ rotor-router aggre-
gation. Because once a particle reaches lx, it would escapes directly to infinity follow the direction
either ed or −ed and we could regard it as getting trapped in a site in Zd−1. The following proof is
similar to the outer estimate for rotor-router aggregation in L.Levine,Y.Peres [6].
For x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Zd, let x˜ = (x1, x2, . . . , xd−1), Cylinderr = {x ∈ Zd : |x˜| < r}, Tr =
{x ∈ Zd : r ≤ |x˜| < r + 1}. When the initial rotor configuration is ρ0, n particles in turn perform
rotor walk from the origin 0 in Zd. If these particles stop until hitting Tr
⋃
{∞}, denote the number
of the particles on Tr to be N∗r . For x ∈ Tr, denote the number of the particles on x to be s(x) and
on lx˜ = {(x˜, y) : y ∈ Z} to be s˜(x˜). And then we let the N∗r particles on Tr continue to perform
rotor walk until hitting Tr+h
⋃
{∞}. For y ∈ Tr+h, denote H∗r (s, y˜) to be the number of particles
on ly˜ where s represents the distribution of the N∗ρ particles on Tr. By the abelian property We
know the number of the particles on Tr+h is N∗r+h.
Denote B(d−1)r and S(d−1)r to be the d − 1 dimensional Euclidian lattice ball and d− 1 dimen-
sional Euclidian lattice sphere. y ∈ S(d−1)r+h and for all x ∈ S
(d−1)
r , p(x) particles stay on x. These
particles located in S(d−1)r begin to perform independent random walks until hitting S(d−1)r+h . Denote
Hw(p, y) to be the expecting number of particles stopping on y. Also, we denote Hw(1x, y) to be
H(x).
Lemma 6.1 When the initial rotor configuration is ρ0, n particles in Zd perform rotor walk start-
ing from 0 until hitting Tr
⋃
{∞}. N∗r particles stay on Tr and s(x) particles stay on x. Let these
N∗r particles continue to perform rotor walk until hitting Tr+h
⋃
{∞}. Then there exists a constant
C depending only on dimension d such that ∀n, r, h ≥ 1, ∀y ∈ Tr+h
H∗r (s, y˜) ≤ Hw(s˜, y˜) + Cn
2
3 (log n)2
∑
u˜∈B
(d−1)
r+h
∑
v˜∼u˜
|H(u˜)−H(v˜)|
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we know there exists a constant C, h+n < Cn
2
3 (logn)2, h−n < Cn
2
3 (logn)2.
Let
Ln(r + h) = Cylinderr+h
⋂
{x : |xd| ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2}.
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When the initial configuration is ρ0, n particles perform rotor walk until hitting
Tr
⋃
{x : |xd| = Cn
2
3 (logn)2}.
Denote the rotor configuration in Ln(r + h) to be ζ0 when the above rotor walk finishes.
Next we offer weight to each edge of Ln(r + h). ∀z ∈ Ln(r + h), let w(z, z + ζ0(z)) = 0 and
w(z, z +m(k+1)(ζ0(z))) = H(z˜)−H( ˜z +m(k)(ζ0(z))) + w(z, z +m
(k)(ζ0(z))).
By
∑2d
k=1H(
˜z +m(k)(ζ0(z))) = 2dH(z˜) we know the definition of the edge weight is well-
defined. For all x ∈ Tr, we give weight H(x˜) to every particle located in lx˜.
Now we let the N∗r particles located in Tr begin to perform rotor walk until hitting
D8 := Tr+h
⋃
{x : |xd| = Cn
2
3 (log n)2}.
Notice that when particles hit {x : |xd| = Cn
2
3 (log n)2}, it means that the particles would escape
to ∞ directly without influencing the rotor configuration in Ln(r + h). Denote (U, ζ) to be a
rotor walk state during the above process where U : Ln(r + h) → N, U(x) = k, meaning that k
particles stays on x. By the definition of the edge weight and the particle weight, we know during
the process of rotor walk∑
x∈Ln(r,r+h)
U(x)H(x˜) +
∑
x∈Ln(r,r+h)
w(x, x+ ζ(x)) ≡ const.
In the beginning the sum of the particle weights is Hw(s˜, y˜). After all these particles hit D8, the
sum of the particle weights is
H∗r (s, y˜) +
∑
x∈{x:|xd|=Cn
2
3 (log n)2}
Uf(x)H(x˜)
where Uf is the final rotor walk distribution. The difference of the two terms is the change of
the edge weights, which is controlled by 2Cn 23 (log n)2
∑
u˜∈B
(d−1)
r+h
∑
v˜∼u˜ |H(u˜) − H(v˜)|. Note
Uf ≥ 0, H (˜.) ≥ 0, hence the desired result follows. ✷
Next we give a proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we knowHw(s, y˜) ≤ JN
∗
r
hd−2
and by Lemma 4.3 we obtain
∑
u˜∈B
(d−1)
r+h
∑
v˜∼u˜ |H(u˜)−
H(v˜)| ≤ J ′ log(r + h). Hence
H∗r (s, y˜) ≤
JN∗r
hd−2
+ Cn
2
3 (log n)2 log(r + h).
When the initial rotor configuration is ρ0, n particles in turn perform rotor walk until escaping to
infinity. Denote M∗r+h to be the number of the lattice line ly˜ visited during the above process in
Tr+h. By the abelian property of rotor walk
N∗r+h =
∑
y˜∈B
(d−1)
r+h
H∗r (s, y˜) ≤M
∗
r+h(
JN∗r
hd−2
+ Cn
2
3 (log n)2 log(r + h)).
Hence
M∗r+h ≥
N∗r+h
JN∗r
hd−2
+ Cn
2
3 (logn)2 log(r + h)
.
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Let s = min{t ∈ N : N∗t ≤ t log t}, ρ(0) = 0, ρ(i+1) = min{t > ρ(i) : N∗ρ(i+1) ≤
N∗
ρ(i)
2
}, k =
max{r ∈ N : ρ(r) < s}. The same as the proof of rotor-router aggregation, ∃a > 0 such that
k < a logn. Let ρ(k + 1) = s− 1 and we know
ρ(i+1)−ρ(i)−1∑
h=1
M∗r+h ≥
(ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i))2
J + Cn
2
3 (log n)2
.
Let xi = ρ(i+ 1)− ρ(i). By Lemma 2.1, we know
∑
h≥0M
∗
h ≤ n. Thus
k∑
i=1
x2i ≤ (J + Cn
2
3 (log n)2)n.
Hence
s− 1 =
k∑
i=1
xi ≤ k
1
2 (
k∑
i=1
x2i )
1
2 ≤ C(log n)
3
2n
5
6 .
For a site x = (x1, . . . , xd−1, xd) that has been visited during the process,
|xi| ≤ s+ s log s ≤ C(logn)
5
2n
5
6
where 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. Also, we know h+n ≤ Cn
2
3 (log n)2, h−n ≤ Cn
2
3 (log n)2. Thus there exists a
constant Kd such that R(n) = Kd(logn)
5
2n
5
6 . We have⋃
−h−n≤r≤h
+
n
Pn(r) ⊆ BR(n)
and
lim
n→∞
R(n)
n
= 0.
✷
Remark 6.2 Another way to give estimate for |xi| where 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1 is based on a modification
of Lemma 2.1. We could prove even when the rotor cyclical order m is arbitrary Lemma 2.1 is
valid and the structure of rotor walk is the same. The definitions of h+n and h−n still make sense.
Let n particles in turn perform rotor walk until escaping to infinity and define x+i (n), −x−i (n)
to be the maximal and minimum ith dimensional coordinate of a site x, respectively. Although
we cannot know whether h+n . n and h−n . n is sill valid, x+i (n) ≤ n and x−i (n) ≤ n for all
1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 still remain correct. Next we could use the method in Lemma 5.1. We need only
to extend the definitions of x+i (n), x−i (n) to x+i (R, ρ) and x−i (R, ρ), just as an extension of h+n to
h+(R, ρ) in Lemma 5.1. In Z3 if we want to estimate x+1 (n), similar to Lemma 5.1 we need to
curl the 2th-dimensional direction. Note in the proof in order to use the abelian property we need
to confine the rotor walk into a box but we do not need to know the exact length of the edges of
the box except the 1st-dimensional direction edges. Hence we could obtain x+1 (n) ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2
and x−1 (n) ≤ Cn
2
3 (log n)2. Everything goes through and then we know x+i (n) ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2
and x−i (n) ≤ Cn
2
3 (logn)2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. This is even stronger than the above estimate. As a
result we come to the conclusion of Lemma 3.1.
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